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Foreword 

 

The purpose of this guidebook is to help you successfully use R 3.4.1 to complete the course 

assignments for EPRS 8530: Quantitative Methods & Analysis I, EPRS 8540: Quantitative 

Methods & Analysis II, and EPRS 8550: Quantitative Methods & Analysis III.  Specifically, this 

guide will provide assistance as you (1) analyze data using a variety of statistical models, (2) 

verify the tenability of the associated statistical assumptions, and (3) read and interpret the 

corresponding output. 

 

For each method of statistical analysis, you will find the following: 

1. a sample research scenario with a small dataset, 

2. R code for executing the analysis with explanatory notes and tips, and 

3. excerpts of selected output noting the results most commonly of interest to the researcher. 

 

Please note that most of the scenarios and datasets herein are intentionally small and simplistic, 

so that you can focus your attention on the R code and output presented.  The code needed to run 

analyses will invariably differ for your own particular course assignments and research projects.  

Pay careful attention to the explanatory notes provided, as these should help you adapt the code 

to your specific needs. 

 

It is my hope that you will find this guidebook helpful as you learn new statistical methods and 

that it also comes in handy as a reference for you later in your statistics career. 

 

 

Theresa Dell-Ross 

Department of Educational Policy Studies 

Georgia State University  
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About This Guidebook 

 

This guidebook was developed specifically for students taking statistical courses in the 

Educational Policy Studies Department of the College of Education and Human Development at 

Georgia State University. Anyone conducting research analysis who is new to using R may find 

this guide helpful. 

 

This guidebook is organized in three main sections. The first section, Getting Started, provides a 

basic overview of R 3.4.1.  This section includes directions for you to install R 3.4.1, as well as 

RStudio 1.0.153, which provides a more user-friendly R interface.  The procedures for installing 

R packages, writing and running code, creating R objects, and importing data will also be 

described.  The second section, Descriptive Statistics, will provide instruction related to the 

generation of measures of central tendency, measures of spread, Pearson’s r for correlation, and 

frequency tables and histograms.  In the third section, Inferential Statistics, you will learn to run 

analyses ranging from a one-sample t test to multiple regression and model building with the 

incorporation of assumption-checking methods. 

 

The code herein was written using R 3.4.1, with default installation settings, in a Windows 10 

environment; it is assumed that the reader is using this version of R (or a more current one) in 

Windows 10 or higher. 

 

It is assumed that students already possess a basic knowledge of Windows and standard 

computer software (e.g., word processing programs). A working knowledge of any programming 

language will be helpful, but is not required.  As the guidebook progresses from one analysis to 

another, certain levels of detail are omitted due to space limitations. (For example, explanation of 

the assignment of raw data to variable names need not be repeated for each successive statistical 

analysis once it has been introduced.)  It is expected that the user will develop a cumulative 

working knowledge of R as the guidebook progresses. 
 

The R code presented herein is limited to the procedures required for the statistical analyses 

being conducted.  (For example, topics such as the manipulation of character data are omitted.)  

Of course, there are often multiple methods for achieving the same results; however, in most 

cases, only one way is presented.  Readers wishing to learn R in depth are therefore referred to R 

courses (such as EPRS 8600 “Computer Use in Educational Research”), online resources, or 

print resources.  One excellent source is: 

 

Lander, J. P. (2014). R for everyone: Advanced analytics and graphics. Upper Saddle River, NJ: 

Addison-Wesley. 

 

Every effort has been made to ensure that this guidebook is free from errors. If you should find 

any mistakes within this guide, please contact Theresa Dell-Ross (tdellross1@student.gsu.edu) 

so that corrections may be made. 

 

Please note the following: R 3.4.1 is copyrighted 2017 by the R Foundation for Statistical 

Computing, RStudio 1.0.153 is copyrighted 2017 by RStudio, Inc., and Microsoft Windows® is 
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a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. Users of this guidebook are expected to 

obey all copyright laws of the United States, including software licensing agreements. 
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Getting Started with R 3.4.1 
Installing R 3.4.1 

 

 

To install R 3.4.1, follow these steps. 

 

1. Go to https://www.r-project.org/. 

 

2. Select “CRAN” under the “Download” heading. 

 
 

3. Scroll down to the USA section, and select the CRAN Mirror option that is geographically 

closest to your location. 
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4. Select “Download R for Windows.” 

 
 

5. Select the subdirectory “base.” 

 
 

6. Select “Download R 3.4.1 for Windows.”  (You may select the Mac option, but be aware that 

this guide is written specifically for a Windows platform.) 

 
 

7. Run the .exe file, and accept all default options. 
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Getting Started with R 3.4.1 

Installing RStudio 1.0.153 

 

The interface for R itself is a standard, single window in which the user types a line of code, 

presses ENTER, and receives output.  RStudio is an R environment that offers the user additional 

windows (described below) that make working with R more user-friendly and efficient.  To 

install RStudio 1.0.153, follow these steps. 

 

1. Go to https://www.rstudio.com/. 

 

2. Hover over “Products” and select “RStudio.” 

 
 

3. Scroll down (approximately 1/3 of the page) and select the free option “Download RStudio 

Desktop.” 
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4. Select the “Download” button for the free “RStudio Desktop Open Source License.” 
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5. Under the “Installers for Supported Platforms” heading, select “RStudio 1.0.153 - Windows 

Vista/7/8/10.” 

 
 

6. Run the .exe file, and accept all default options. 

 

7. Open RStudio.  (Note: When you use RStudio, you do NOT need to open R itself.  RStudio 

uses your installed R internally.)  You should see either three or four windows/viewers.  If 

you see four quadrants, proceed to Step 8.  If you see only three sections, go to “File” and 

select “New File” and “R Script.”  This will produce the missing quadrant. 

 
 

8. Going clockwise, beginning at the top left, you will see (A) the Script Editor, (B) the Global 

Environment, (C) the Packages/Help viewer, and (D) the Console.  The Script Editor is 

where you write multi-line sequences of code.  You can use its “Run” button to run all (or a 

highlighted portion) of this code.  The Global Environment displays all of the R objects (e.g., 

variables) that have been initialized during the current session, along with summary 

information about these objects.  The Packages/Help viewer is where you go to install 
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particular R packages (discussed in the next section), to look up Help topics, and to see any 

plots that you have generated.  The Console is the section where you can enter a single line 

of code, pressing ENTER to run it.  The Console also displays the log of any code that you 

run, indicating warnings and errors (if applicable), as well as the output (if any) from your 

code. 

 

9. Set your working directory.  In the console, type “setwd( )” (no quotation marks), with your 

desired file path inside the parentheses.  For example, if you would like to use a folder called 

“RHomework” in the C: drive, type “setwd(C:/RHomework)” without the quotation marks.  

It is recommended that you do NOT use spaces in this file path.  Make sure you use forward 

slashes (/). 

 

10. Note: If you go to “Tools” and select “Global Options,” there are quite a few options that you 

can adjust to your personal preference.  Many of these are for advanced R use, so it is 

recommended that you leave the default settings as they are until you become more 

proficient. 
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Getting Started with R 3.4.1 

Installing R Packages 

 

Base R, which you have already installed, comes with a wide variety of commonly-used 

functions.  One of the reasons for the popularity of R is that it is open source software, meaning 

that the public can write and share R code.  A package is a set of prewritten code for functions 

that are either not available in Base R or that have been modified. 

 

As R is open source, there is no guarantee as to the quality/accuracy of packages.  To identify 

high-quality packages, you may want to reference instructional books for R, investigate which R 

packages are being used in your field by examining published literature, or check the names of 

the package authors (as many package authors are leaders in their particular fields of study). 

 

If you want to know more about a particular package before you install it, the easiest way is to 

Google the documentation for that package.  For example, to learn about the package difR, 

search “difR documentation.”  This documentation will show the authors’ names, the purpose(s) 

of the package, the functions that the package offers, and details on use of the functions (i.e. the 

proper code). 

 

If you want to know more about a particular package after you have installed it, the easiest way 

is to go to the Packages/Help viewer in RStudio.  Click on the “Packages” tab, scroll down to the 

package of interest, and click on it. 

 

To install and use a package, do the following. 

 

1. You only have to install a package once on your computer. 

 

In RStudio, go to the Packages/Help viewer (lower right quadrant) in RStudio.  Click on the 

“Packages” tab and select “Install.”  Type in the name of the package.  Make sure that 

“Install dependencies” is selected; this will ensure that, if your new package depends on any 

other packages in order to work properly, the packages that are depended on are also installed 

at this time.  Click “Install.”  Make sure that you get a message in the console indicating 

successful installation of the package. 

 
 

OR … 
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In the Console, type the following with the name of the package inside of the quotation 

marks and press ENTER: install.packages(“ ”).  Again, make sure that you get a message in 

the console indicating successful installation of the package. 

 

2. In order to use the package, you must load it every time you begin a new RStudio session (i.e. 

every time that you open RStudio). 

 

To load the package, you have two options.  You can go to the Packages/Help viewer in 

RStudio, click on the “Packages” tab, and check the box next to the desired package.  

However, as you may be writing code that will be used in a future R session, it is 

recommended that you type the following with the name of the package inside the 

parentheses and save it as part of your code: require( ). 

 

3. When you load a package, you may see messages such as this: The following object is 

masked from ‘package:MASS’: geyser.  This means that there are two functions called 

“geyser,” which use different code and produce different results, and that R is giving priority 

to the function “geyser” in the most recently loaded package.  In this case, that means that the 

function “geyser,” as it operates in the package “MASS” is being ignored.  
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Getting Started with R 3.4.1 

Writing, Running, and Saving R Code 

 

As mentioned previously, the Console (lower left quadrant) is the section where you can enter a 

single line of code, pressing ENTER to run it.  The Console also displays the log of any code that 

you run, indicating warnings and errors (if applicable), as well as the output (if any) from your 

code.  If your Console becomes too cluttered, you can go to “Edit” and select “Clear Console,” 

or you can type Ctrl+L to clear it. 

 

 
 

Be sure to take note of the pointer symbol (>) shown here.  When RStudio finishes running your 

code, a new pointer symbol should appear on the next line, giving you space for another line of 

code.  If you run code, but the new pointer does not appear, that means that the code you ran is 

still being processed and you will need to wait until the new pointer appears. 

 

 
 

The Script Editor (top left quadrant) is where you write multi-line sequences of code.  You can 

use its “Run” button to run all of this code or a specific portion of the code that you have 

highlighted.  The log (including warnings and errors, if any) and the output (if any) will appear 

in the Console viewer. 

 

 
 

To save your script (i.e. the code in the Script Editor viewer), make sure that you click 

somewhere inside this viewer to ensure that it is the active viewer.  Then, go to “File,” select 

“Save as,” and proceed through the same steps as you would in other Microsoft Windows 

applications.  You can then open your saved code in the same ways that you would open a .docx 

or .xlsx file. 
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Getting Started with R 3.4.1 

Creating R Objects 

 

To create an R object, such as a variable, type the name of the new object followed by a left-

facing pointer (<), a dash (-), and the value(s) to be assigned to the new object.  For example, if 

you want the variable X to contain the value 3, type the following code and run it. 

 

 
 

Object names may contain letters, numbers, periods, and underscores, but they must begin with a 

letter.  Be aware that there are some circumstances in which using a period in an object name 

may result in an error; therefore, the use of underscores is recommended when separation is 

desired (e.g., math_score). 

 

Be aware, R is case sensitive.  If you use a capital letter to create an object, you must use a 

capital letter when referencing the object later on! 

 

If you want to see the value(s) of an object, simply type the name of the object and run.  Its 

value(s) will appear on the next line. 

 

 
 

R is a vectorized language, so you can enter multiple values into a single object, which will then 

be treated as a vector.  [A vector is a set of values that are all of the same type (e.g., all numeric 

values).]  For example, if you want the object SCORES to be a numeric vector containing the 

values 6, 10, and 8, type the following code and run it. 

 

 
 

The lowercase “c” indicates that you want to concatenate (or combine) the comma-separated 

values inside of the parentheses into a single object. 

 

The same procedures are used with character data, with the addition of quotation marks.  For 

example, if you want an object of NAMES that includes the values of Jim, Tom, and Rob, type 

and run the following code. 
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These objects should now appear in your Global Environment viewer (top right quadrant), with 

character objects indicated by “chr” and numeric objects by “num.” 

 

 
 

Be aware, R allows you to overwrite existing objects without a warning message.  Therefore, 

in the code below, X will have the values 2, 4, and 6, but NOT the value 8. 

 

 
 

If data is missing, “NA” is used as the placeholder.  Here are two examples of missing data: one 

numeric and one character.  As you can see, a pound sign (#) is used to write comments, which 

are ignored when R runs code. 
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R has the capability for more complex objects, called data frames, lists, matrices, and arrays.  

For the purposes of this guidebook, you need only be familiar with vector objects (as just 

described) and data frames. 

 

Data frames are sets of vectors, in which all of the vectors have an equal number of elements.  

Think of data frames as spreadsheets, where each column is a variable and each row is an 

observation.  Each column/variable/vector must have the same number of observations.  

Remember: A vector can have only one type of data, either character or numeric.  One 

convenient feature of data frames is that it may contain both numeric vectors and character 

vectors.  To make a data frame, use the function “data.frame” and put multiple vectors together 

in parentheses.  Here, the vectors X, Y, and Z are created, then put together into a data frame.  

 

 
 

To reference an entire data frame, simply use its name. 
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To reference a variable (column) of the data frame, type the name of the data frame, followed by 

a dollar sign ($), ending with the name of the variable (no spaces).  Here, vector Y of data frame 

XYZ is requested. 

 

 
 

You will see data frames throughout this guidebook.  One reason is that data frames are used 

when importing data from a spreadsheet.  The Multiple Regression code provides an example of 

this [plants <- read.csv(file = "Plant_height.csv", header = TRUE)] in which several variables are 

assigned to a data frame called “plants.”  These variables include “temp,” “rain,” and “height.” 

 

A second reason that you will see data frames throughout this guidebook is that some functions 

require that data be input in data frame format in order to operate.  In these cases, data frames 

and their variables will typically be represented in one of five ways.  Here is an example using 

the “lm” function, which you will encounter when conducting ANOVA and regression analyses. 

 

1. lm(plants$height ~ plants$temp + plants$rain) 

2. lm(plants, height ~ temp + rain) 

3. lm(data = plants, height ~ temp + rain) 

4. lm(height ~ temp + rain, plants) 

5. lm(height ~ temp + rain, data = plants) 

 

All five of these formats are equivalent; they specify a model in which plant height is analyzed 

based on temperature and rainfall.  In Example 1, each variable is referenced with the dollar sign, 

as explained a moment ago.  In Example 2, the name of the data frame is isolated from the names 

of the variables.  This tells R to use the “plants” data frame for the analysis; then it specifies the 

model in which height is analyzed based on temperature and rainfall.  Example 3 is the same, 

except that it uses the argument “data=” to tell R that the data comes from the data frame 

“plants.”  Examples 4 and 5 are the same as Examples 2 and 3, respectively, except that the data 

frame is identified after the model is specified. 

 

Don’t worry; you are NOT expected to memorize these or know when to use each.  The code in 

this guidebook will model the referencing of data frames and the variables within data frames.  

The reason for showing you these equivalent, yet differently written, examples is because you 

will see several of them in this guidebook.  In many cases, you may use any of these examples in 

a given function.  However, there are some functions that will only work with a subset of these 

formats.  If you make use of the example that is modeled in the specific piece of code that you 

are learning, you will be sure to have a format that works properly.  
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Getting Started with R 3.4.1 

Importing Data 

 

There are several functions that can be used to read data from a file, as shown below. 

 

Function Reads files of type … From package … 

read.csv Comma-separated utils (in Base R) 

read.delim Tab-delimited utils (in Base R) 

read.spss SPSS foreign 

read.dta Stata foreign 

read.ssd SAS foreign 

read.mtp Minitab foreign 

read.systat Systat foreign 

 

For the sake of simplicity, most of the code modeled in this guidebook will demonstrate how to 

enter the raw data manually.  However, some of the code related to EPRS 8550 analyses (Simple 

Linear Regression, Multiple Regression, and Model Building/Variable Selection) will make use 

of existing datasets.  The Simple Linear Regression and Model Building/Variable Selection code 

will make use of datasets that come with R packages; the Multiple Regression code will read 

data from a file available online called “Plant_height.csv.” 

 

Before importing data, you must download and save the dataset to your computer.  Be sure to 

either (a) save this to your working directory folder or (b) change your working directory folder 

to match the location where you saved the file.  To see what your current working directory is, 

run the following code: getwd( ).  To change your working directory, run the following code 

with your desired file path inside the parentheses: setwd( ).  For example, if you would like to 

use a folder called “RHomework” in the C: drive, type “setwd(C:/RHomework)” without the 

quotation marks.  It is recommended that you do NOT use spaces in this file path.  Make sure 

you use forward slashes (/). 

 

It is always a good idea to verify that the data was imported correctly.  Here are several functions 

for doing so, modeled with the “Plant_height.csv” data that will be used in the Multiple 

Regression code. 

 

1. dim(plants) 

Shows the dimensions of the data frame as number of observations (rows), then number 

of variables (columns) 
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2. names(plants) 

Shows the names of all variables (columns) of the data frame 

 

 
 

3. head(plants) 

Shows the first six observations (rows) of the data frame 

 

 
 

4. tail(plants) 

Shows the last six observations (rows) of the data frame 

 

 
 

5. str(plants) 

Shows the structure, or metadata, of the data frame, including the number of 

observations, the number of variables, the types of variables, and the first few values for 
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each variable 

 

 
 

6. summary(plants) 

Reports descriptive statistics for each variable of the data frame, including the mean, 

median, minimum, and maximum 

 

 
 

This section was provided so that users of this guide can apply the code modeled herein to larger 

datasets that are made freely available to the public or that have been provided by textbook 

authors or professors.  
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Descriptive Statistics 

Research Scenario 

 

Hypothetical scores from a spatial reasoning test and a mathematical ability test for 30 students 

are presented. 

 

 

Student 

Spatial 

Reasoning 

Mathematical 

Ability 

1 85 133 

2 79 106 

3 75 113 

4 69 105 

5 59 88 

6 76 107 

7 84 124 

8 60 76 

9 62 88 

10 67 112 

11 77 90 

12 50 70 

13 76 99 

14 63 96 

15 72 103 

16 77 124 

17 67 93 

18 71 96 

19 58 99 

20 63 101 

21 51 78 

22 68 97 

23 88 115 

24 75 101 

25 71 112 

26 86 76 

27 69 110 

28 54 89 

29 80 112 

30 68 87 

 

Source of Data: Coladarci, T., & Cobb, C. (2014). Fundamentals of Statistical Reasoning in 

Education (4th ed.). Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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Descriptive Statistics  

R Code for Measures of Central Tendency and Measures of Spread 

 

(1) spatial <- c(85, 79, 75, 69, 59, 76, 84, 60, 62, 67, 77, 50, 76, 63, 72, 

       77, 67, 71, 58, 63, 51, 68, 88, 75, 71, 86, 69, 54, 80, 68) 

math <- c(133, 106, 113, 105, 88, 107, 124, 76, 88, 112, 90, 70, 99, 96, 103,  

                124, 93, 96, 99, 101, 78, 97, 115, 101, 112, 76, 110, 89, 112, 87) 

 

(2) mean(spatial, na.rm = TRUE) 

(3) median(spatial, na.rm = TRUE) 

(4) min(spatial, na.rm = TRUE) 

(5) max(spatial, na.rm = TRUE) 

(6) range(spatial, na.rm = TRUE) 

(7) sd(spatial, na.rm = TRUE) 

(8) var(spatial, na.rm = TRUE) 

(9) summary(spatial) 

 

(10) spatial_bar <- mean(spatial, na.rm = TRUE) 

(11) spatial_dev_scores <- spatial - spatial_bar 

(12) spatial_var <- (sum(spatial_dev_scores^2, na.rm = TRUE)) / length(spatial) 

(13) spatial_var 

(14) spatial_sd <- sqrt(spatial_var) 

 spatial_sd 

(15) math_bar <- mean(math, na.rm = TRUE) 

 math_dev_scores <- math - math_bar 

 math_var <- (sum(math_dev_scores^2, na.rm = TRUE)) / length(math) 

 math_var 

 math_sd <- sqrt(math_var) 

 math_sd 

 

(16) table(spatial) 

(17) require(DescTools) 

(18) Mode(spatial) 

 

 

(1) See the section “Creating R Objects” in this guidebook for an explanation of the creation of 

objects (e.g., variables) in R. 

(2) The mean of SPATIAL is requested.  The argument NA.RM=TRUE tells R to ignore 

missing values when performing the requested calculation; this argument is used in other 

functions as well.  (Remember that NA is used as a placeholder for missing values and 

think of this as “ReMove the NAs.”) 

(3) Requests the median of SPATIAL 

(4) Requests the minimum of SPATIAL 

(5) Requests the maximum of SPATIAL 

(6) Requests the range (minimum and maximum) of SPATIAL 
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(7) Requests the standard deviation of SPATIAL with n – 1 as the denominator 

(8) Requests the variance of SPATIAL with n – 1 as the denominator 

(9) The SUMMARY function provides the five-number summary of SPATIAL.  This renders 

the lines of code labeled (3), (4), (5), and (6) redundant. 

(10) The SD and VAR functions use n − 1 as the denominator in their calculations.  In order to 

calculate the standard deviation and variance using n as the denominator, use the manual 

calculations that begin on this line, where the mean of SPATIAL is calculated and assigned 

to a new object, SPATIAL_BAR. 

(11) Calculates the deviation scores (X − X̅) and assigns this vector of numbers to a new object, 

SPATIAL_DEV_SCORES 

(12) The variance of SPATIAL is calculated and assigned it to a new object, SPATIAL_VAR.  

(The LENGTH function returns a count of the number of elements in SPATIAL; this 

equals n.) 

(13) Requests that the SPATIAL_VAR data be displayed  

(14) Calculates the standard deviation of SPATIAL (by taking the square root of the variance 

that was calculated in the previous line) and assigns this to a new object, SPATIAL_SD 

(15) The manual calculations are repeated for MATH. 

(16) Base R does not have a function for finding the mode of a dataset.  (There is a MODE 

function, but it serves a different purpose.)  To determine the mode manually, the TABLE 

function can be used; it returns a frequency count for each value in SPATIAL. 

(17) A better method for finding the mode is to use the MODE function in the package 

“DescTools.”  The REQUIRE function loads this package.  (Remember: You must install a 

package prior to loading it; see the section “Installing R Packages” for details.) 

(18) The MODE function will return the mode(s) of SPATIAL.  Note: This function uses a 

capital “M.”  This is very important as R is case sensitive.  If you forget to capitalize the 

“M,” you will not get the desired result.  
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Descriptive Statistics  

R Code for Correlation 

 

(1) cor.test(spatial, math) 

(2) plot(math ~ spatial, main = "Math Ability by Spatial Reasoning",  

       xlab = "Spatial Reasoning", ylab = "Math Ability") 

 

 

(1) Requests the correlation coefficient of SPATIAL and MATH and tests this for significance 

(2) The PLOT function is used to create a scatterplot of MATH (y-axis) by SPATIAL (x-axis).  

The argument MAIN= assigns a title to the plot.  The argument XLAB= assigns a label for 

the x-axis and the argument YLAB= assigns a label for the y-axis.  Notice that a function 

may be continued on the next line.  It is considered good practice to indent subsequent lines 

of code. 
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Descriptive Statistics  

R Code for Frequency 

 

(1) require(DescTools) 

(2) Freq(spatial) 

(3) hist(spatial, main = "Frequency of Spatial Reasoning Scores",  

xlab = "Spatial Reasoning") 

 

(4) boundaries <- seq(40, 100, by = 10) 

(5) table(cut(spatial, boundaries)) 

(6) hist(spatial, breaks = boundaries, main = "Frequency of Spatial Reasoning Scores",  

xlab = "Spatial Reasoning") 

 

 

(1) As shown previously, the TABLE function returns a frequency count for each value in the 

specified object.  However, you may want to compute the frequency for intervals of data.  

Base R does not have a function for this.  Again, you may use a function in the package 

“DescTools.”  The REQUIRE function loads this package.  (Remember: You only have to 

load a package once during your session.  If you already loaded it to calculate the mode of 

this data – and did not quit your R session afterwards – then you do not need to load the 

package again.) 

(2) The FREQ function will return a frequency table for SPATIAL.  It will, by default, use 

Sturges’ formula to base the intervals on the range of the data.  Note: This function uses a 

capital “F.”  This is very important as R is case sensitive.  If you forget to capitalize the 

“F,” you will not get the desired result. 

(3) The HIST function returns a histogram of SPATIAL data, again defaulting to Sturges’ 

formula for the determination of the bin (x-axis) intervals.  The argument MAIN= assigns a 

title to the plot.  The argument XLAB= assigns a label for the x-axis. 

(4) You may want to create a custom frequency table and histogram.  In order to do so, you 

must first choose the frequency table/histogram intervals.  For the data used in this 

scenario, the default interval of 5 was applied previously.  Suppose instead that you want 

an interval of 10.  To do this, an object called BOUNDARIES is created.  It is assigned 

values from 40 to 100 (so that all of the data points are included) in increments of 10 (i.e. 

40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100). 

(5) Remember: The default TABLE function returns a frequency count for each value in the 

specified object.  Here, a frequency table that “cuts” the SPATIAL data into intervals is 

requested.  Furthermore, the inclusion of the object BOUNDARIES tells R to use the 

values 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 as the cut points for the table. 

(6) Remember: The HIST function returns a histogram of SPATIAL data, defaulting to 

Sturges’ formula for the determination of the bin (x-axis) intervals.  Here, a histogram that 

“breaks” the SPATIAL data into intervals is requested.  The BREAKS= argument tells R to 

use the BOUNDARIES values (40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100) as the break points for the 

histogram. 
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Descriptive Statistics  

Selected Output 
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Inferential Statistics 

One-Sample t Test 

Research Scenario 

 

Suppose that Professor Coffey learns from a national survey that the average high school student 

in the United States spends 6.75 hours each week exploring particular websites on the internet.  

The professor is interested in knowing how internet use among students at the local high school 

compares with this national average.  Is local use more than, or less than, this average?  Professor 

Coffey randomly selects a sample of 10 students.  Each student is asked to report the number of 

hours he or she spends exploring these websites on the internet in a typical week during the 

school year.  The data appear below. 

 

Student Number of 

Hours 

1 6 

2 9 

3 12 

4 3 

5 11 

6 10 

7 18 

8 9 

9 13 

10 8 

 

Source of Data and Scenario: Coladarci, T., & Cobb, C. (2014). Fundamentals of Statistical 

Reasoning in Education (4th ed.). Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  
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Inferential Statistics 

One-Sample t Test  

R Code 

 

hours <- c(6, 9, 12, 3, 11, 10, 18, 9, 13, 8) 

 

(1) summary(hours) 

 sd(hours) 

table(hours) 

 

(2) shapiro.test(hours) 

(3) qqnorm(hours) 

(4) qqline(hours) 

 

(5) boundaries <- seq(0, 20, by = 1) 

(6) hist(hours, breaks = boundaries, main = "Frequency of Hours on the Internet",  

xlab = "Number of Hours") 

 

(7) t.test(hours, alternative = "two.sided", mu = 6.75, conf.level = 0.95) 

 

 

(1) It is good practice to request the SUMMARY statistics and a frequency TABLE.  This will 

help you identify data entry errors and possible outliers in your dataset. 

(2) One assumption of the one-sample t test is that the data are normally distributed; the 

Shapiro-Wilk Test is used to determine if this assumption is tenable for HOURS data. 

(3) The QQNORM function creates a normal Q-Q plot for HOURS, which can also be used to 

determine whether the data are normally distributed. 

(4) The QQLINE function adds the reference line to the Q-Q plot created in (3). 

(5) Remember: The HIST function returns a histogram of HOURS data, defaulting to Sturges’ 

formula for the determination of the bin (x-axis) intervals.  For this data, the bins it created 

in intervals of 5 may not be the best representation of the data.  Therefore, the object 

BOUNDARIES is assigned values from 0 to 20 in intervals of 1.  This will be used to 

create a custom histogram in the next line of code. 

(6) Here, a histogram that “breaks” the HOURS data into intervals is requested.  The 

BREAKS= argument tells R to use the BOUNDARIES values as the break points for the 

histogram. 

(7) The T.TEST function performs the t test of HOURS compared against the mean (MU) of 

6.75.  The ALTERNATIVE= argument requests a two-tailed t test.  The CONF.LEVEL= 

argument requests a 95% confidence interval.  A two-tailed test and a confidence level of 

95% are default settings for the T.TEST function; therefore, you could omit the 

ALTERNATIVE= and CONF.LEVEL= arguments and achieve the same results. 
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Inferential Statistics 

One-Sample t Test  

Selected Output 
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Inferential Statistics 

Independent t Test 

Research Scenario 

 

Gregory designed an experiment to study the effect of scent on memory as part of his 

undergraduate honors thesis.  He selects 18 volunteers and randomly divides them into two 

groups.  Participants in Group 1 read a 1500-word passage describing a person’s experience of 

hiking the Appalachian Trail.  The paper on which the passage appears has been treated with a 

pleasant, unfamiliar fragrance so that there is a noticeable scent as Group 1 participants read 

about the hiker’s adventure.  One week later, Gregory tests their recall by having them write 

down all that they can remember from the passage.  They do so on a sheet of paper noticeably 

scented with the same fragrance.  Group 2 participants are subjected to exactly the same 

conditions, except that there is no noticeable fragrance at any time during the experiment.  

Finally, Gregory determines for each participant the number of facts that have been correctly 

recalled from the passage. 

 

Treatment 

1. Scented 2. Not Scented 

25 20 

23 10 

30 25 

14 13 

22 21 

28 15 

18 19 

21 22 

26 17 

 

Source of Data and Scenario: Coladarci, T., & Cobb, C. (2014). Fundamentals of Statistical 

Reasoning in Education (4th ed.). Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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Inferential Statistics 

Independent t Test  

R Code 

 

group <- c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) 

scores <- c(25, 23, 30, 14, 22, 28, 18, 21, 26, 20, 10, 25, 13, 21, 15, 19, 22, 17) 

(1) levels(group) <- c("Scented", "Not Scented") 

(2) recall <- data.frame(group, scores) 

 recall 

 

summary(recall) 

(3) sd(recall$scores[recall$group == 1], na.rm = TRUE) 

(4) sd(recall$scores[recall$group == 2], na.rm = TRUE) 

(5) table(recall) 

 

(6) shapiro.test(recall$scores) 

(7) shapiro.test(recall$scores[recall$group == 1]) 

(8) shapiro.test(recall$scores[recall$group == 2]) 

(9) qqnorm(recall$scores[recall$group == 1]) 

(10) qqline(recall$scores[recall$group == 1]) 

qqnorm(recall$scores[recall$group == 2]) 

qqline(recall$scores[recall$group == 2]) 

 

boundaries <- seq(8, 32, by = 2) 

(11) hist(recall$scores, breaks = boundaries, axes = FALSE,  

main = "Frequency of Recall Scores", xlab = "Recall Score") 

(12) axis(2) 

(13) axis(1, at = boundaries) 

(14) hist(recall$scores[recall$group == 1], breaks = boundaries, axes = FALSE,  

main = "Frequency of Recall Scores for Scented Group", xlab = "Recall Score") 

axis(2) 

axis(1, at = boundaries) 

(15) hist(recall$scores[recall$group == 2], breaks = boundaries, axes = FALSE,  

    main = "Frequency of Recall Scores for Not Scented Group",  

xlab = "Recall Score") 

axis(2) 

axis(1, at = boundaries) 

 

(16) require(car) 

(17) leveneTest(recall$scores, group = factor(recall$group), center = mean) 

 

(18) t.test(recall$scores ~ recall$group, var.equal = TRUE) 

 

(19) boxplot(recall$scores ~ recall$group, names = levels(group), 

main = "Recall Scores by Group", xlab = "Group", ylab = "Recall Scores") 
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(1) The LEVELS function assigns labels to the GROUP values.  The label “Scented” is 

assigned to the first value in GROUP, which is 1; “Not Scented” is assigned to the second 

value in GROUP, which is 2. 

(2) A new object, RECALL, is created.  RECALL is a data frame that contains a vector for 

GROUP membership and a vector of recall SCORES.  See the section “Creating R 

Objects” in this guidebook for an explanation of the creation of objects (including data 

frames) in R. 

(3) When reporting the results of an independent t test, it is good practice to report the means 

and standard deviations (SDs) for each group.  The T.TEST function will report the group 

means automatically, but it does not report the SDs.  This line of code requests the SD for 

Group 1. 

(4) Requests the SD for Group 2 

(5) Because there are two objects contained within the RECALL data frame, R automatically 

produces a crossed table of SCORES by GROUP. 

(6) Requests a Shapiro-Wilk Test for normality for SCORES 

(7) Requests a Shapiro-Wilk Test for normality for Group 1 SCORES 

(8) Requests a Shapiro-Wilk Test for normality for Group 2 SCORES 

(9) The QQNORM function creates a normal Q-Q plot for Group 1 SCORES, which can also 

be used to determine whether the data are normally distributed. 

(10) The QQLINE function adds the reference line to the Q-Q plot created in (10).  Note: The 

QQNORM and QQLINE functions are repeated for Group 2 SCORES. 

(11) A histogram of SCORES is requested.  The argument AXES=FALSE turns off the x-axis 

and y-axis labels.  The reason for turning them off is because the x-axis labels that are 

automatically generated do not match the BOUNDARIES values. 

(12) Reinstates the y-axis 

(13) Reinstates the x-axis, but uses BOUNDARIES values for the labels 

(14) Requests a histogram for Group 1 SCORES 

(15) Requests a histogram for Group 2 SCORES 

(16) Loads the package “car,” which contains the function LEVENETEST 

(17) Levene’s Test for the homogeneity of variances is conducted, comparing the SCORES 

variances by GROUP.  In order to do so, the GROUP= argument identifies the grouping 

variable.  GROUP is a “numeric” vector, but is treated here as a vector of the type “factor” 

so that the function will work properly. 

(18) The T.TEST function will conduct an independent t test of SCORES by GROUP.  As we 

have verified through Levene’s Test that the variances across groups are equal, we set the 

VAR.EQUAL= argument to TRUE. 

(19) A boxplot of SCORES by GROUP is requested.  The NAMES= argument specifies the 

labels for R to apply to each boxplot.  In this case, it is set to the levels of GROUP, which 

we specified in (1): “Scented” and “Not Scented.” 
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Inferential Statistics 

Independent t Test  

Selected Output 
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Inferential Statistics 

Dependent t Test  

Research Scenario 

 

Suppose that strong claims, with no evidence, have been made about the efficacy of an herbal 

treatment for Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD).  You decide to empirically test the validity of 

these claims.  You locate 10 fifth-grade students, in 10 different classrooms, who have been 

diagnosed with ADD.  Sitting unobtrusively at the back of each classroom with stopwatch in 

hand, you record the number of seconds that each child with ADD is out of seat during a 20-

minute period of silent reading.  Each of the 10 children is then given daily doses of the herbal 

treatment for one month, after which you return to the classrooms to again record out-of-seat 

behavior during silent reading.  Thus you end up with 10 pairs of observations: a pre-treatment 

score and post-treatment score for each child.  The data appear below, rounded to the nearest 

minute. 

 

Student 

Occasion 

1. Pre-Treatment 2. Post-Treatment 

1 11 8 

2 4 5 

3 19 15 

4 7 7 

5 9 11 

6 3 0 

7 13 9 

8 5 4 

9 8 13 

10 6 3 

 

Source of Data and Scenario: Coladarci, T., & Cobb, C. (2014). Fundamentals of Statistical 

Reasoning in Education (4th ed.). Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.  
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Inferential Statistics 

Dependent t Test  

R Code 

 

occasion <- c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) 

minutes <- c(11, 4, 19, 7, 9, 3, 13, 5, 8, 6, 8, 5, 15, 7, 11, 0, 9, 4, 13, 3) 

levels(occasion) <- c("Pre-Treatment", "Post-Treatment") 

out_seat <- data.frame(occasion, minutes) 

out_seat 

 

summary(out_seat) 

mean(out_seat$minutes[out_seat$occasion == 1], na.rm = TRUE) 

mean(out_seat$minutes[out_seat$occasion == 2], na.rm = TRUE) 

sd(out_seat$minutes[out_seat$occasion == 1], na.rm = TRUE) 

sd(out_seat$minutes[out_seat$occasion == 2], na.rm = TRUE) 

table(out_seat) 

 

(1) diff <- out_seat$minutes[out_seat$occasion == 2] -  

out_seat$minutes[out_seat$occasion == 1] 

shapiro.test(diff) 

qqnorm(diff) 

qqline(diff) 

 

boundaries <- seq(0, 20, by = 2) 

hist(out_seat$minutes, breaks = boundaries, axes = FALSE,  

main = "Frequency of Number of Minutes Out-of-Seat",  

xlab = "Minutes Out-of-Seat") 

axis(2) 

axis(1, at = boundaries) 

hist(out_seat$minutes[out_seat$occasion == 1], breaks = boundaries, axes = FALSE, 

main = "Frequency of Number of Minutes Out-of-Seat, Pre-Treatment",  

xlab = "Minutes Out-of-Seat") 

axis(2) 

axis(1, at = boundaries) 

hist(out_seat$minutes[out_seat$occasion == 2], breaks = boundaries, axes = FALSE, 

main = "Frequency of Number of Minutes Out-of-Seat, Post-Treatment",  

xlab = "Minutes Out-of-Seat") 

axis(2) 

axis(1, at = boundaries) 

 

require(car) 

leveneTest(out_seat$minutes, group = factor(out_seat$occasion), center = mean) 

 

(2) t.test(out_seat$minutes ~ out_seat$occasion, paired = TRUE, var.equal = TRUE) 
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boxplot(out_seat$minutes ~ out_seat$occasion, names = levels(occasion), 

main = "Number of Minutes Out-of-Seat by Occasion",  

xlab = "Occasion", ylab = "Minutes Out-of-Seat") 

 

 

The code for the dependent t test is exactly the same as the code for the independent t test, with 

two exceptions: the data to be tested for normality and the addition of the PAIRED= argument. 

 

(1) In a dependent t test, the observations are paired (e.g., each pair of observations belongs to 

the same person, the same married couple, etc.); this is why a dependent t test is sometimes 

referred to as a “paired t test.”  For a dependent t test, the null hypothesis is that the 

difference between sample means is 0.  Therefore, we must examine the difference scores 

for normality.  The object DIFF is created and contains the differences between paired 

observations.  DIFF is then tested for normality and examined using a normal Q-Q plot. 

(2) When conducting a dependent (i.e. paired) t test, the PAIRED= argument must be set to 

TRUE.  (The default is PAIRED=FALSE, which is why this argument was omitted in the 

independent t test code.) 
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Inferential Statistics 

Dependent t Test  

Selected Output 
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Inferential Statistics 

One-Way ANOVA 

Research Scenario 

 

An auditor from the Internal Revenue Service wishes to compare the efficiency of four regional 

tax processing centers.  A random sample of 10 returns is selected from each center, and the 

number of days between receipt of the tax returns and final processing is determined.  The result 

(in days) are as follows. 

 

Region 

1. East 2. Midwest 3. South 4. West 

49 47 39 52 

54 56 55 42 

40 40 48 57 

60 51 43 46 

43 55 50 50 

65 36 63 34 

59 38 48 40 

70 52 57 51 

61 41 49 39 

48 43 65 36 

 

Source of Data and Scenario: Stevens, J. P. (2007). Intermediate Statistics: A Modern Approach 

(3rd ed.). New York, NY: Taylor & Francis Group, LLC. 
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Inferential Statistics 

One-Way ANOVA 

R Code 

 

(1) id <- factor(1:40) 

(2) region <- factor(c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4)) 

days <- c(49, 54, 40, 60, 43, 65, 59, 70, 61, 48, 47, 56, 40, 51, 55, 36, 38, 52, 41, 43, 

39, 55, 48, 43, 50, 63, 48, 57, 49, 65, 52, 42, 57, 46, 50, 34, 40, 51, 39, 36) 

efficiency <- data.frame(id, region, days) 

efficiency 

 

summary(efficiency) 

(3) by(efficiency$days, efficiency$region, mean) 

(4) by(efficiency$days, efficiency$region, sd) 

(5) table(efficiency$region, efficiency$days) 

 

shapiro.test(efficiency$days) 

shapiro.test(efficiency$days[efficiency$region == 1]) 

shapiro.test(efficiency$days[efficiency$region == 2]) 

shapiro.test(efficiency$days[efficiency$region == 3]) 

shapiro.test(efficiency$days[efficiency$region == 4]) 

 

levels(region) <- c("East", "Midwest", "South", "West") 

boundaries <- seq(30, 75, by = 5) 

hist(efficiency$days, breaks = boundaries,  

main = "Frequency of Number of Days for Processing",  

xlab = "Number of Days") 

boxplot(efficiency$days ~ efficiency$region, names = levels(region), 

main = "Number of Days for Processing by Region", 

xlab = "Region", ylab = "Number of Days") 

 

(6) options(contrasts=c("contr.sum", "contr.poly")) 

 

(7) require(ez) 

(8) effic_anova <- ezANOVA(data = efficiency, dv = days, wid = id, between = region, 

observed = region, type = 3, detailed = TRUE, return_aov = TRUE) 

effic_anova 

(9) TukeyHSD(effic_anova$aov) 

 

(10) require(car) 

(11) effic_model <- lm(efficiency$days ~ efficiency$region) 

(12) Anova(effic_model, type = "III") 

(13) qqnorm(effic_model$residuals) 

(14) qqline(effic_model$residuals) 
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(15) plot(effic_model$fitted.values, effic_model$residuals) 

(16) abline(h = 0) 

 

(17) posthoc_aov <- aov(efficiency$days ~ efficiency$region) 

(18) TukeyHSD(posthoc_aov, "efficiency$region") 

 

 

 

(1) An ID object is created, with 40 ID values (because there are 40 participants).  Participant 

ID numbers are not required for this ANOVA analysis, but the function used to conduct the 

analysis requires ID numbers (because IDs are needed for other analyses that the function 

performs).  ID is also converted here from the default “numeric” type to a “factor” object; 

again, this is required by the function conducting the ANOVA analysis. 

(2) REGION is created, and it is converted here from the default “numeric” type to a “factor” 

object; again, this is required by the function conducting the ANOVA analysis. 

(3) The mean of DAYS is calculated by REGION.  In other words, group means are requested. 

(4) The standard deviation of DAYS is calculated by REGION.  In other words, each group’s 

standard deviation is requested. 

(5) Because there are three objects contained within the EFFICIENCY data frame, R 

automatically produces a crossed table of these three: DAYS by REGION by ID.  

However, ID is not relevant for this frequency table.  By requesting the two remaining 

objects by name (DAYS and REGION) for the crossed table, ID is ignored. 

(6) This OPTIONS function is required in order to calculate Type III Sums of Squares (SS) for 

the ANOVA table.  Type I, II, and III SS have different purposes/meanings, with Type III 

SS being the default in SAS and SPSS.  Therefore, Type III SS are used here, as many 

users of this guide may wish to compare R results with another program. 

(7) Loads the package “ez,” which contains the function EZANOVA 

(8) The EZANOVA function is used to conduct the ANOVA analysis, and the results are being 

saved to a new object, EFFIC_ANOVA.  The DATA= argument identifies the data frame 

containing the values to be analyzed.  The DV= argument identifies the dependent variable; 

WID= identifies the ID variable (even though it is not used mathematically in this 

analysis); BETWEEN= identifies the grouping variable.  The OBSERVED= argument is 

used to identify any independent variables (IVs) used in the analysis that were observed 

(i.e. not manipulated); as REGION was an observed difference between participants, not a 

difference created by the researcher, it was included here.  (This affects the calculation of 

the generalized eta-squared effect size in EZANOVA.)  TYPE= indicates the Sum of 

Squares (SS) calculation that is desired, Type III SS in this case.  DETAILED=TRUE 

returns a more detailed output than the default of FALSE.  The traditional ANOVA 

function in Base R is the AOV function; it returns a particular type of output that can be 

used in other functions.  Therefore, the RETURN_AOV= argument is set to TRUE so that 

we have that type of output included in our results and can use it for subsequent functions if 

so desired. 

(9) Requests Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test for the AOV output in EFFIC_ANOVA 

(10) Loads the package “car,” which contains the function ANOVA 

(11) The LM function performs a linear model analysis of DAYS by REGION; the model 

created here is equivalent to the ANOVA model established using the EZANOVA 
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function.  It is being used here in order to conduct some assumption testing; specifically, 

the results will be used to make a Q-Q Plot of the residuals, which need to be examined to 

determine if the normality assumption is tenable.  The LM function is also being introduced 

here because it will be used extensively for EPRS 8550 when simple linear regression and 

multiple linear regression will be studied. 

(12) The LM function results will be returned as an ANOVA table with Type III SS using this 

ANOVA function (note the capital “A” in the function name). 

(13) Creates a Q-Q Plot of the model residuals so that they can be examined for normality 

(14) Adds the reference line to the Q-Q Plot 

(15) Creates a plot of the model residuals against the fitted values in order to assess the 

tenability of the assumption of homogeneity of variances 

(16) Adds a reference line to the Residuals/Fitted Values plot 

(17) As mentioned previously, the traditional ANOVA function in Base R is the AOV function; 

it returns a particular type of output that can be used in other functions.  In this case, we 

will save the AOV output to an object called POSTHOC_AOV, which will be used for 

Tukey’s HSD Test in the next line. 

(18) Requests Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test for the AOV output in POSTHOC_AOV using 

EFFICIENCY$REGION as the grouping variable 
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Inferential Statistics 

One-Way ANOVA 

Selected Output 
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Inferential Statistics 

Two-Way ANOVA with Nonsignificant Interaction  

Research Scenario 

 

Suppose you want to compare type of popcorn popper and brand of popcorn with respect to their 

yield (in terms of cups of popped corn). Factor A is the type of popper: oil-based versus air-

based. Factor B is the brand of popcorn: gourmet versus national brand versus generic. For each 

combination of popper type and brand, you took three separate measurements. 

 

Type of 

Popper 

Brand of Popcorn 

1. Gourmet 2. National Brand 3. Generic 

1. Oil 5.5 4.5 3.5 

5.5 4.5 4 

6 4 3 

2. Air 6.5 5 4 

7 5.5 5 

7 5 4.5 

 

Source of Data and Scenario: Banks, D. (n.d.). 18.0: Two-way ANOVA [Course lecture]. 

Retrieved from http://www2.stat.duke.edu/~banks/103-lectures.dir/lect18.pdf  
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Inferential Statistics 

Two-Way ANOVA with Nonsignificant Interaction  

R Code 

 

(1) id <- factor(1:18) 

(2) popper <- factor(c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2), label = c("Oil", "Air")) 

(3) brand <- factor(c(1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3),  

label = c("Gourmet", "National Brand", "Generic")) 

cups_corn <- c(5.5, 5.5, 6, 4.5, 4.5, 4, 3.5, 4, 3, 6.5, 7, 7, 5, 5.5, 5, 4, 5, 4.5) 

(4) popperbrand <- interaction(popper, brand, sep = " ") 

popcorn <- data.frame(id, popper, brand, cups_corn, popperbrand) 

popcorn 

 

summary(popcorn) 

(5) by(popcorn$cups_corn, popcorn$popperbrand, mean) 

(6) by(popcorn$cups_corn, popcorn$popperbrand, sd) 

(7) table(popcorn$popper, popcorn$cups_corn, popcorn$brand) 

 

(8) by(popcorn$cups_corn, popcorn$popperbrand, shapiro.test) 

 

boundaries <- seq(0, 10, by = 1) 

hist(popcorn$cups_corn, breaks = boundaries, main = "Frequency of Cups of Popcorn", 

xlab = "Cups of Popcorn") 

 

(9) require(ggplot2) 

(10) ggplot(popcorn, aes(y = cups_corn, x = popperbrand)) + geom_boxplot() +  

labs(x = "Popper and Brand", y = "Cups of Popcorn") +  

ggtitle("Cups of Popcorn by Popper and Brand") 

(11) ggplot(popcorn, aes(y = cups_corn, x = brand, fill = popper)) + 

geom_boxplot() +  

labs(x = "Brand", y = "Cups of Popcorn", fill = "Popper") +  

ggtitle("Cups of Popcorn by Brand and Popper") 

(12) ggplot(popcorn, aes(y = cups_corn, x = brand, color = popper, group = popper)) + 

stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "point") + 

stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "line") + 

labs(x = "Brand", y = "Cups of Popcorn", color = "Popper") +  

ggtitle("Cups of Popcorn by Brand and Popper") 

 

(13) options(contrasts=c("contr.sum", "contr.poly")) 

 

require(ez) 

(14) popcorn_anova <- ezANOVA(data = popcorn, dv = cups_corn, wid = id,  

                         between = .(popper, brand), observed = brand,  

                         type = 3, detailed = TRUE, return_aov = TRUE) 

popcorn_anova 
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TukeyHSD(popcorn_anova$aov) 

 

require(car) 

(15) popcorn_model <- lm(popcorn$cups_corn ~ popcorn$popper * popcorn$brand) 

Anova(popcorn_model, type = "III") 

qqnorm(popcorn_model$residuals) 

qqline(popcorn_model$residuals) 

plot(popcorn_model$fitted.values, popcorn_model$residuals) 

abline(h = 0) 

(16) posthoc_aov <- aov(popcorn$cups_corn ~ popcorn$popper * popcorn$brand) 

TukeyHSD(posthoc_aov, "popcorn$brand") 

 

 

(1) An ID object is created, with 18 ID values (because there are 18 observations).  ID 

numbers are not required for this ANOVA analysis, but the function used to conduct the 

analysis requires ID numbers (because IDs are needed for other analyses that the function 

performs).  ID is also converted here from the default “numeric” type to a “factor” object; 

again, this is required by the function conducting the ANOVA analysis. 

(2) POPPER is created, and it is converted here from the default “numeric” type to a “factor” 

object; again, this is required by the function conducting the ANOVA analysis.  Previously, 

the LEVELS function was used for labeling; now, the LABEL= argument is used for 

labeling.  One disadvantage of using LABEL= is that the label will show – not the code 

numbers – when POPPER data is printed.  Two advantages of using LABEL= are that (a) 

the output will be easier to read because the label names – not the code numbers – will be 

used and (b) the graphics will automatically show the labels without using extra arguments.  

In this case, the advantages outweigh the disadvantage. 

(3) BRAND is created, it is converted here from the default “numeric” type to a “factor” 

object, and the LABEL= argument is used for labeling. 

(4) POPPERBRAND is created using the INTERACTION function.  For each observation, this 

function will find the POPPER value and the BRAND value and assign a new crossed 

value to POPPERBRAND.  In other words, POPPERBRAND is a factor with six levels (2 

POPPER levels × 3 BRAND levels).  For example, the first observation is “Oil” and 

“Gourmet”; therefore, its POPPERBRAND value is “Oil Gourmet.”  The SEP= argument 

tells R to separate the two values “Oil” and “Gourmet” with a space.  This interaction term 

will simplify some of the tasks. 

(5) The mean of CUPS_CORN is calculated by POPPERBRAND.  In other words, crossed 

group means are requested. 

(6) The standard deviation of CUPS_CORN is calculated by POPPERBRAND.  In other 

words, each crossed group’s standard deviation is requested. 

(7) Because there are four objects contained within the POPCORN data frame, R automatically 

produces a crossed table of these.  The objects of interest (CUPS_CORN, POPPER, and 

BRAND) are requested for cross-tabulation. 

(8) Manually coding for the Shapiro-Wilk Test for 6 crossed conditions becomes a bit 

cumbersome, so the BY function is used to perform the Test on CUPS_CORN by 

POPPERBRAND. 
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(9) Base R graphics are fairly simplistic and do not allow for much customization.  The 

package “ggplot2,” loaded here, facilitates greater manipulation of graphics using several 

functions, including GGPLOT. 

(10) The GGPLOT function assigns the POPCORN data that will be graphed.  The AES 

function inside it specifies that CUPS_CORN on the y-axis and POPPERBRAND on the x-

axis will comprise the aesthetic mapping.  The graphic itself has not yet been created; more 

details must be added to the GGPLOT function, hence the plus signs (+), in order for a 

graphic to appear.  The GEOM_BOXPLOT function calls for a boxplot of the data; the 

empty parentheses next to this function indicate that default boxplot settings are acceptable.  

The LABS function assigns axis labels; the GGTITLE function provides a title for the 

graphic.  This boxplot is fairly simplistic in appearance. 

(11) This boxplot is more complex; it includes color, a legend, and separation of the objects 

BRAND and POPPER.  The GGPLOT function assigns the POPCORN data that will be 

graphed.  The AES function inside it specifies that CUPS_CORN on the y-axis, BRAND 

on the x-axis, and POPPER as the basis for color-coding will comprise the aesthetic 

mapping.  The graphic itself has not yet been created; more details must be added to the 

GGPLOT function, hence the plus signs (+), in order for a graphic to appear.  The 

GEOM_BOXPLOT function calls for a boxplot of the data; the empty parentheses next to 

this function indicate that default boxplot settings are acceptable.  The LABS function 

assigns axis labels.  There is an additional argument in the LABS function; the FILL= 

argument assigns the label “Popper” to the legend.  Again, the GGTITLE function provides 

a title for the graphic. 

(12) It is good practice to include an interaction plot of group means for factorial ANOVAs, 

which is what the GGPLOT function does here.  The GGPLOT function assigns the 

POPCORN data that will be graphed.  The AES function inside it specifies that 

CUPS_CORN on the y-axis, BRAND on the x-axis, and POPPER as the basis for grouping 

and color-coding will comprise the aesthetic mapping.  The graphic itself has not yet been 

created; more details must be added to the GGPLOT function, hence the plus signs (+), in 

order for a graphic to appear.  The two STAT_SUMMARY functions are used to graph 

summary data for each group instead of individual observations.  In both cases, the 

FUN.Y= argument specifies that the mean for each group be used.  In the first 

STAT_SUMMARY function, the GEOM= argument is set to show the means as points; in 

the second case, the GEOM= argument is set to connect these points with lines.  The LABS 

function assigns axis labels.  There is an additional argument in the LABS function; the 

COLOR= argument assigns the label “Popper” to the legend.  Again, the GGTITLE 

function provides a title for the graphic. 

(13) Remember: This OPTIONS function is required in order to calculate Type III Sums of 

Squares (SS) for the ANOVA table. 

(14) The EZANOVA function is used to conduct the ANOVA analysis, and the results are being 

saved to a new object, POPCORN_ANOVA.  The DATA= argument identifies the data 

frame containing the values to be analyzed.  The DV= argument identifies the dependent 

variable and WID= identifies the ID variable (not used in this analysis).  The BETWEEN= 

argument identifies the grouping variables; note that if two or more objects are assigned to 

this argument, they are put inside parentheses with a period (.) in the front of the 

parentheses.  The OBSERVED= argument is used to identify any independent variables 

(IVs) used in the analysis that were observed (i.e. not manipulated); as BRAND was an 
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observed difference between observations, not a difference created by the researcher, it was 

included here.  (This affects the calculation of the generalized eta-squared effect size in 

EZANOVA.)  However, POPPER was manipulated by the researcher, so it is NOT 

included in the OBSERVED= argument.  The other arguments (TYPE=, DETAILED=, and 

RETURN_AOV=) are the same as in the one-way ANOVA example. 

(15) The LM function performs a linear model analysis of CUPS_CORN by POPPER and 

BRAND; the multiplication sign tells R to include an interaction term in the model.  (If you 

don’t want an interaction term in the model, use a plus sign instead.)  The model created 

here is equivalent to the ANOVA model established using the EZANOVA function.  It is 

being used here in order to conduct some assumption testing; specifically, the results will 

be used to make a Q-Q Plot of the residuals, which need to be examined to determine if the 

normality assumption is tenable.  The LM function is also being introduced here because it 

will be used extensively for EPRS 8550 when simple linear regression and multiple linear 

regression will be studied. 

(16) As mentioned previously, the traditional ANOVA function in Base R is the AOV function; 

it returns a particular type of output that can be used in other functions.  In this case, we 

will save the AOV output to an object called POSTHOC_AOV, which will be used for 

Tukey’s HSD Test in the next line. 
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Inferential Statistics 

Two-Way ANOVA with Nonsignificant Interaction  

Selected Output 
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Inferential Statistics 

Two-Way ANOVA with Significant Interaction  

Research Scenario 

 

Students often complain that having final exams at scheduled times that are different from 

regular class sessions disrupts their circadian rhythms and affects their performance. You suspect 

that this might be so and that the impact would be greatest for more difficult exams. To test this, 

you conduct a 2 x 3 between subjects experiment in which difficulty level and time of testing are 

varied for a sample of students who are taking final exams at different times.  Below are the 

students’ raw scores by condition. 

 

Test Difficulty Time of Testing 

1. 9:00 am 2. 12:00 pm 3. 3:00 pm 

1. Difficult 5 

4 

1 

1 

8 

6 

6 

5 

10 

10 

12 

8 

2. Easy 11 

5 

14 

10 

6 

9 

8 

7 

6 

4 

3 

1 

 

Source of Data and Scenario: Bliwise, N. G. (n.d.). Practice exercise for factorial ANOVA 

[Tutorial]. Retrieved from 

http://www.psychology.emory.edu/clinical/bliwise/Tutorials/FACTOR/Factorial/factorex.htm  
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Inferential Statistics 

Two-Way ANOVA with Significant Interaction  

R Code 

 

id <- factor(1:24) 

diff_level <- factor(c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2),  

label = c("Difficult", "Easy")) 

time <- factor(c(1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3),  

label = c("9:00 a.m.", "12:00 p.m.", "3:00 p.m.")) 

score <- c(5, 4, 1, 1, 8, 6, 6, 5, 10, 10, 12, 8, 11, 5, 14, 10, 6, 9, 8, 7, 6, 4, 3, 1) 

difftime <- interaction(diff_level, time, sep = " ") 

exams <- data.frame(id, diff_level, time, score, difftime) 

exams 

 

summary(exams) 

by(exams$score, exams$difftime, mean) 

by(exams$score, exams$difftime, sd) 

table(exams$diff_level, exams$score, exams$time) 

 

by(exams$score, exams$difftime, shapiro.test) 

 

boundaries <- seq(0, 15, by = 1) 

hist(exams$score, breaks = boundaries, main = "Frequency of Exam Scores",  

xlab = "Exam Scores") 

 

require(ggplot2) 

ggplot(exams, aes(y = score, x = difftime)) + geom_boxplot() +  

labs(x = "Level of Difficulty and Time of Test", y = "Exam Scores") + 

ggtitle("Exam Scores by Level of Difficulty and Time of Test") 

ggplot(exams, aes(y = score, x = time, fill = diff_level)) + 

geom_boxplot() +  

labs(x = "Time of Test", y = "Exam Scores", fill = "Level of Difficulty") + 

ggtitle("Exam Scores by Level of Difficulty and Time of Test") 

ggplot(exams, aes(y = score, x = time, color = diff_level, group = diff_level)) + 

stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "point") + 

stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "line") + 

labs(x = "Time of Test", y = "Exam Scores", color = "Level of Difficulty") + 

ggtitle("Exam Scores by Level of Difficulty and Time of Test") 

 

options(contrasts=c("contr.sum", "contr.poly")) 

 

require(ez) 

(1) exams_anova <- ezANOVA(data = exams, dv = score, wid = id,  

between = .(diff_level, time), observed = NULL, type = 3, detailed = TRUE, 

return_aov = TRUE) 
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exams_anova 

TukeyHSD(exams_anova$aov) 

 

require(car) 

exams_model <- lm(exams$score ~ exams$diff_level * exams$time) 

Anova(exams_model, type = "III") 

qqnorm(exams_model$residuals) 

qqline(exams_model$residuals) 

plot(exams_model$fitted.values, exams_model$residuals) 

abline(h = 0) 

(2) posthoc_aov <- aov(exams$score ~ exams$difftime) 

TukeyHSD(posthoc_aov, "exams$difftime") 

 

 

(1) Most of the code here is exactly the same as the two-way ANOVA with nonsignificant 

interaction example, with one exception: the OBSERVED= argument.  Remember: The 

OBSERVED= argument is used to identify any independent variables (IVs) used in the 

analysis that were observed (i.e. not manipulated); as DIFF_LEVEL and TIME were both 

manipulated by the researcher, neither was included here and OBSERVED= was set to 

NULL.  NULL is actually the default for this argument; therefore, the argument could have 

been omitted from the code. 

(2) As the interaction is significant and therefore takes priority over main effects, post-hoc 

testing is conducted on the interaction term DIFFTIME. 
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Inferential Statistics 

Two-Way ANOVA with Significant Interaction  

Selected Output 
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Inferential Statistics 

Repeated Measures: One Within Factor Design  

Research Scenario 

 

A physician is testing different dosages of a drug to determine if varying the dosage has a 

statistically significant effect on a particular medical parameter (which might be the level of a 

certain chemical in the blood, for instance). To this end, the physician recruits five volunteer 

patients who agree to take different dosages of the drug and then submit to tests of the parameter 

under examination. The physician carefully selects three different drug dosages (D1, D2, 

and D3) and administers each to the patients, allowing sufficient time between dosages to allow 

the effects of the previous dosage to wear off. (One of the dosages might, for a control value, be 

a placebo.) For the patients labeled 1 through 5 for anonymity, the data set might look like the 

following. 

  

Patient D1 D2 D3 

1 0.035 0.039 0.045 

2 0.039 0.042 0.055 

3 0.029 0.030 0.042 

4 0.038 0.037 0.051 

5 0.030 0.032 0.043 

 

Source of Data and Scenario: Universal Class. (n.d.). Applied statistics: Repeated measures. 

Retrieved from https://www.universalclass.com/articles/math/statistics/repeated-measures.htm 
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Inferential Statistics 

Repeated Measures: One Within Factor Design  

R Code 

 

patient <- factor(c(1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5),  

label = c("Patient 1", "Patient 2", "Patient 3", "Patient 4", "Patient 5")) 

dosage <- factor(c(1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3),  

label = c("Dosage 1", "Dosage 2", "Dosage 3")) 

chem_level <- c(0.035, 0.039, 0.045, 

0.039, 0.042, 0.055, 

0.029, 0.030, 0.042, 

0.038, 0.037, 0.051, 

0.030, 0.032, 0.043) 

medicine <- data.frame(patient, dosage, chem_level) 

medicine 

 

summary(medicine) 

by(medicine$chem_level, medicine$patient, mean) 

by(medicine$chem_level, medicine$dosage, mean) 

by(medicine$chem_level, medicine$patient, sd) 

by(medicine$chem_level, medicine$dosage, sd) 

table(medicine$dosage, medicine$chem_level) 

 

by(medicine$chem_level, medicine$dosage, shapiro.test) 

 

boundaries <- seq(.02, .06, by = .002) 

hist(medicine$chem_level, breaks = boundaries,  

main = "Frequency of Chemical Levels", xlab = "Chemical Levels") 

 

require(ggplot2) 

ggplot(medicine, aes(y = chem_level, x = dosage)) + geom_boxplot() +  

labs(x = "Dosage", y = "Chemical Levels") +  

ggtitle("Chemical Levels by Dosage") 

ggplot(medicine, aes(y = chem_level, x = patient, color = dosage, group = dosage)) + 

stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "point") + 

stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "line") + 

labs(x = "Patient", y = "Chemical Levels", color = "Dosage") +  

ggtitle("Chemical Levels by Patient and Dosage") 

ggplot(medicine, aes(y = chem_level, x = dosage, color = patient, group = patient)) + 

stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "point") + 

stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "line") +  

labs(x = "Dosage", y = "Chemical Levels", color = "Patient") +  

ggtitle("Chemical Levels by Dosage and Patient") 

 

options(contrasts=c("contr.sum", "contr.poly")) 
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require(ez) 

(1) medicine_anova <- ezANOVA(data = medicine, dv = chem_level, wid = patient,  

within = dosage, observed = NULL, type = 3, detailed = TRUE,  

return_aov = TRUE) 

medicine_anova 

 

(2) require(nlme) 

(3) require(multcomp) 

(4) medicine_model <- lme(chem_level ~ dosage, random = ~ 1 | patient/dosage, medicine) 

(5) anova(medicine_model) 

qqnorm(medicine_model$residuals) 

qqline(medicine_model$residuals) 

(6) summary(glht(medicine_model, linfct = mcp(dosage = "Tukey"))) 

 

 

(1) The EZANOVA function is used to conduct the ANOVA analysis, and the results are being 

saved to a new object, MEDICINE_ANOVA.  The DATA= argument identifies the data 

frame containing the values to be analyzed.  The DV= argument identifies the dependent 

variable and WID= identifies the ID variable (which is used in this analysis).  The 

WITHIN= argument identifies the variable containing the repeated measures, DOSAGE; 

note that if two or more objects were assigned to this argument, they would be put inside 

parentheses with a period (.) in the front of the parentheses.  The OBSERVED= argument 

is used to identify any independent variables (IVs) used in the analysis that were observed 

(i.e. not manipulated); as DOSAGE was manipulated by the researcher, it was not included 

here and OBSERVED= was set to NULL. 

(2) Loads the package “nlme,” which contains the function LME 

(3) Loads the package “multcomp,” which contains the function GLHT 

(4) The LME function is similar to the LM function; it performs a linear model analysis of 

CHEM_LEVEL by DOSAGE.  The addition of RANDOM=~1 | PATIENT/DOSAGE is 

used to designate this as a repeated measures model where DOSAGE is repeated for each 

PATIENT.  The model created here is equivalent to the ANOVA model established using 

the EZANOVA function.  It is being used here in order to conduct some assumption 

testing; specifically, the results will be used to make a Q-Q Plot of the residuals, which 

need to be examined to determine if the normality assumption is tenable. 

(5) The ANOVA function will return an ANOVA table.  Note that this is not the same 

ANOVA function used previously.  (This one is written in lowercase letters only, whereas 

the previous one had a capital “A.”)  Unfortunately, the previous ANOVA function will not 

work with repeated measures models, which is why this one is used.  Be aware that this 

new ANOVA function only calculates Type I SS. 

(6) The GLHT function, nested within the SUMMARY function, is used here to conduct post-

hoc testing on DOSAGE using Tukey’s HSD Test.  
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Inferential Statistics 

Repeated Measures: One Within Factor Design  

Selected Output 
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Inferential Statistics 

Repeated Measures: One Within Factor and One Between Factor Design 

Research Scenario 

 

A new drug is tested on a random sample of insomniacs: 7 young people (20-40 years), 7 middle 

aged people (40-60 years), and 7 older people (60+ years). The number of minutes each person 

sleeps per night is recorded for 5 successive nights, as shown below. 

 

Age Minutes of Sleep 

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

1. Young 250 278 442 368 456 

65 207 341 382 298 

251 261 384 421 342 

241 314 423 415 468 

154 167 257 275 332 

103 286 401 291 367 

230 306 432 386 423 

2. Middle 54 172 307 261 360 

20 116 425 398 268 

41 168 378 317 470 

200 157 283 259 273 

34 86 351 280 320 

29 81 193 240 233 

3 54 285 216 245 

3. Old 118 124 365 311 331 

83 266 382 369 295 

38 207 289 385 373 

71 211 356 380 305 

123 331 407 461 445 

71 285 471 407 433 

108 247 317 307 324 

 

Source of Data and Scenario: Zaiontz, C. (2017). Real statistics using Excel: One between 

subjects factor and one within subjects factor. Retrieved from http://www.real-

statistics.com/anova-repeated-measures/one-between-subjects-factor-and-one-within-subjects-

factor/  
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Inferential Statistics 

Repeated Measures: One Within Factor and One Between Factor Design 

R Code 

 

(1) person_num <- sort(rep(1:21, 5)) 

(2) person <- factor(person_num, label = paste("Person", 1:21, sep = " ")) 

(3) age <- factor(c(rep(1, 35), rep(2, 35), rep(3, 35)), label = c("Young", "Middle", "Old")) 

(4) day <- factor(rep(1:5, 21), label = c("Day 1", "Day 2", "Day 3", "Day 4", "Day 5")) 

sleep <- c(250, 278, 442, 368, 456, 65, 207, 341, 382, 298, 

251, 261, 384, 421, 342, 241, 314, 423, 415, 468, 

154, 167, 257, 275, 332, 103, 286, 401, 291, 367, 

230, 306, 432, 386, 423, 54, 172, 307, 261, 360, 

20, 116, 425, 398, 268, 41, 168, 378, 317, 470, 

200, 157, 283, 259, 273, 34, 86, 351, 280, 320, 

29, 81, 193, 240, 233, 3, 54, 285, 216, 245, 

118, 124, 365, 311, 331, 83, 266, 382, 369, 295, 

38, 207, 289, 385, 373, 71, 211, 356, 380, 305, 

123, 331, 407, 461, 445, 71, 285, 471, 407, 433, 

108, 247, 317, 307, 324) 

ageday <- interaction(age, day, sep = " ") 

insomnia <- data.frame(person, age, day, sleep, ageday) 

insomnia 

 

summary(insomnia) 

by(insomnia$sleep, insomnia$ageday, mean) 

by(insomnia$sleep, insomnia$ageday, sd) 

 

by(insomnia$sleep, insomnia$ageday, shapiro.test) 

 

boundaries <- seq(0, 500, by = 20) 

hist(insomnia$sleep, breaks = boundaries, main = "Frequency of Minutes of Sleep",  

xlab = "Minutes of Sleep") 

 

require(ggplot2) 

ggplot(insomnia, aes(y = sleep, x = age)) + geom_boxplot() +  

labs(x = "Age", y = "Minutes of Sleep") +  

ggtitle("Minutes of Sleep by Age") 

ggplot(insomnia, aes(y = sleep, x = day)) + geom_boxplot() +  

labs(x = "Day", y = "Minutes of Sleep") +  

ggtitle("Minutes of Sleep by Day") 

ggplot(insomnia, aes(y = sleep, x = day, fill = age)) + geom_boxplot() +  

labs(x = "Day", y = "Minutes of Sleep", fill = "Age") +  

ggtitle("Minutes of Sleep by Day and Age") 

ggplot(insomnia, aes(y = sleep, x = day, color = age, group = age)) + 

stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "point") + 
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stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "line") + 

labs(x = "Day", y = "Minutes of Sleep", color = "Age") +  

ggtitle("Minutes of Sleep by Day and Age") 

ggplot(insomnia, aes(y = sleep, x = age, color = day, group = day)) + 

stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "point") + 

stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "line") + 

labs(x = "Age", y = "Minutes of Sleep", color = "Day") +  

ggtitle("Minutes of Sleep by Age and Day") 

 

options(contrasts=c("contr.sum", "contr.poly")) 

 

require(ez) 

(5) insomnia_anova <- ezANOVA(data = insomnia, dv = sleep, wid = person,  

within = day, between = age, observed = .(day, age), type = 3, detailed = TRUE, 

return_aov = TRUE) 

insomnia_anova 

 

require(nlme) 

require(multcomp) 

(6) insomnia_model <- lme(sleep ~ age * day, random = ~ 1 | person/day, insomnia) 

qqnorm(insomnia_model$residuals) 

qqline(insomnia_model$residuals) 

anova(insomnia_model) 

(7) insomnia_model <- lme(sleep ~ ageday, random = ~1 | person/day, insomnia)  

(8) summary(glht(insomnia_model, linfct=mcp(ageday = "Tukey"))) 

 

 

(1) There are 105 observations for SLEEP, which could make manual coding of the study 

variables rather burdensome.  For the ID numbers in PERSON_NUM, a quicker way to do 

this is the REP (repeat) function.  Here, we repeat the numbers 1-21 five times each.  This 

produces 1, 2, 3, …, 21, 1, 2, 3, …, 21, 1, 2, 3, …, 21, 1, 2, 3, …, 21, 1, 2, 3, … 21, which 

is not exactly what we need.  The SORT function changes the order so that we have 1, 1, 1, 

1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, …, 21, 21, 21, 21, 21. 

(2) Instead of manually typing “Person 1,” “Person 2,” etc. all the way to “Person 21” for the 

labels, we use the PASTE function to paste the word “Person” to each number 1-21 and 

separate these with a space (SEP=" ").  The object PERSON now contains all of the 

numbers from PERSON_NUM, and these numbers have the appropriate labels assigned to 

them. 

(3) Each AGE group has 35 observations; instead of typing all of these, the REP function is 

used to repeat the value 1 thirty-five times (for the “Young” group), the value 2 thirty-five 

times (for the “Middle” group), and the value 3 thirty-five times (for the “Old” group). 

(4) DAY is assigned the values of 1-5, repeated 21 times.  Here, we want 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5, …, so we do not sort the values. 

(5) Most of the code here is exactly the same as the repeated measures ANOVA with one 

within factor example.  DAY is the WITHIN= variable and AGE is the BETWEEN= 

variable.  As neither independent variable (IV) used in the analysis was manipulated, 
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OBSERVED= includes both DAY and AGE contained in parentheses that are preceded by 

a period. 

(6) The LME function is similar to the LM function; it performs a linear model analysis of 

SLEEP by AGE and DAY.  (Remember that the asterisk indicates that the interaction term 

should be included; if you do not want an interaction term, change it to a plus sign.)  The 

addition of RANDOM=~1 | PERSON/DAY is used to designate this as a repeated 

measures model where DAY is repeated for each PERSON.  The model created here is 

equivalent to the ANOVA model established using the EZANOVA function.  It is being 

used here in order to conduct some assumption testing; specifically, the results will be used 

to make a Q-Q Plot of the residuals, which need to be examined to determine if the 

normality assumption is tenable. 

(7) This is the same model as (6) except for the use of the interaction term AGEDAY instead 

of the separate AGE and DAY variables.  The two models are equivalent, although the 

breakdown of coefficients would appear different; the model in (6) would include main 

effects and an interaction, while the model in (7) would include only the interaction.  The 

model in (7) is used only for the purpose of requesting Tukey’s HSD on the interaction 

(because a significant interaction takes priority over significant main effects).  If the 

interaction was nonsignificant and you needed to use Tukey’s HSD on a main effect (e.g., 

AGE), you would keep the model in (6) only and run the following code. 

summary(glht(model, linfct = mcp(age = "Tukey"))) 

(8) The GLHT function, nested within the SUMMARY function, is used here to conduct post-

hoc testing on AGEDAY using Tukey’s HSD Test. 
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Inferential Statistics 

Repeated Measures: One Within Factor and One Between Factor Design 

Selected Output 
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Inferential Statistics 

Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) 

Research Scenario 

 

A social psychological study by Novince (1977) examined the effect of behavioral rehearsal, and 

behavioral rehearsal plus cognitive restructuring (combination treatment) on reducing anxiety 

and facilitating social skills for female college freshmen.  The 33 subjects were randomly 

assigned (11 each) to either BH, a control group, or BH + CR.  The subjects were pretested and 

posttested on several variables.  The scores for the avoidance variable are given as follows. 

 

Type of Reinforcement 

1. Control 2. BH 3. BH + CR 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

115 107 70 91 96 121 

77 76 121 107 120 140 

111 116 89 121 130 148 

121 126 80 86 145 147 

105 104 123 137 122 139 

97 96 112 138 119 121 

132 127 126 133 104 141 

98 99 121 127 121 143 

85 94 80 114 80 120 

82 92 101 118 121 140 

112 128 112 114 92 95 

 

Sources of Data and Scenario: 

 

Novince, L. (1977). The contribution of cognitive restructuring to the effectiveness of behavior 

rehearsal in modifying social inhibition in females. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University 

of Cincinnati. 

 

Stevens, J. P. (2007). Intermediate Statistics: A Modern Approach (3rd ed.). New York, NY: 

Taylor & Francis Group, LLC. 
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Inferential Statistics 

Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) 

R Code 

 

trt_group <- factor(c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3), label = c("Control", "BH", "BH + CR")) 

pretest <- c(115, 77, 111, 121, 105, 97, 132, 98, 85, 82, 112, 

70, 121, 89, 80, 123, 112, 126, 121, 80, 101, 112, 

96, 120, 130, 145, 122, 119, 104, 121, 80, 121, 92) 

posttest <- c(107, 76, 116, 126, 104, 96, 127, 99, 94, 92, 128, 

91, 107, 121, 86, 137, 138, 133, 127, 114, 118, 114, 

121, 140, 148, 147, 139, 121, 141, 143, 120, 140, 95) 

avoidance <- data.frame(trt_group, pretest, posttest) 

avoidance 

 

summary(avoidance) 

by(avoidance$pretest, avoidance$trt_group, mean) 

by(avoidance$posttest, avoidance$trt_group, mean) 

by(avoidance$pretest, avoidance$trt_group, sd) 

by(avoidance$posttest, avoidance$trt_group, sd) 

 

plot(avoidance$pretest, avoidance$posttest,  

main = "Relationship of Pretest and Posttest Scores",  

xlab = "Pretest Scores", ylab = "Posttest Scores") 

 

require(ggplot2) 

(1) ggplot(avoidance, aes(y = posttest, x = pretest, color = trt_group, group = trt_group)) + 

geom_point() + 

labs(x = "Pretest Scores", y = "Posttest Scores", color = "Group") + 

ggtitle("Posttest Scores by Pretest Scores and Group") 

 

 options(contrasts = c("contr.sum", "contr.poly")) 

(2) require(car) 

(3) avoid_ancova <- lm(avoidance$posttest ~ avoidance$pretest * avoidance$trt_group) 

(4) Anova(avoid_ancova, type = "III") 

(5) avoid_ancova <- lm(avoidance$posttest ~ avoidance$pretest + avoidance$trt_group) 

(6) summary(avoid_ancova) 

(7) Anova(avoid_ancova, type = "III") 

 

qqnorm(avoid_ancova$residuals) 

qqline(avoid_ancova$residuals) 

plot(avoid_ancova$fitted.values, avoid_ancova$residuals) 

abline(h = 0) 

 

(8) require(effects) 
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(9) avoid_model <- aov(posttest ~ pretest + trt_group, data = avoidance) 

(10) effect("trt_group", avoid_model) 

 

(11) require(multcomp) 

(12) summary(glht(avoid_model, linfct = mcp(trt_group = "Tukey"))) 

 

 

(1) The GGPLOT function will create a scatterplot of POSTTEST by PRETEST.  The 

COLOR= and GROUP= arguments identify GROUP as the variable to be used for data 

sorting and color coding; each of the three groups (Control, BH, and BH + CR) will be 

shown using points of a different color.  

(2) Loads the package “car,” which contains the function ANOVA 

(3) The LM function is used to build the ANCOVA model.  The interaction term will be used 

to check the homogeneity of variances assumption.  Special Note: For the ANOVA 

analyses previously modeled, the order of the independent variables (IVs) did not matter.  

For example, Y ~ X1 * X2 is equivalent to Y ~ X2 * X1.  This is not the case for 

ANCOVA.  For ANCOVA, the covariate must be entered into the model immediately 

after the dependent variable (DV), before any other IVs.  This is because the model 

must control/account for the covariate prior to analyzing any other IVs.  In this case, 

PRETEST must come before TRT_GROUP. 

(4) The LM function results will be returned as an ANOVA table with Type III SS using this 

ANOVA function (note the capital “A” in the function name). 

(5) The interaction from the previous model was nonsignificant; therefore, the model without 

the interaction is created.  Remember: For ANCOVA, the covariate must be entered 

into the model immediately after the dependent variable (DV), before any other IVs. 
(6) A SUMMARY of the LM results is requested, which will report the coefficients and p-

values of the final model. 

(7) The LM function results for the final model will be returned as an ANOVA table with Type 

III SS using this ANOVA function (note the capital “A” in the function name). 

(8) Loads the package “effects,” which contains the function EFFECT 

(9) The EFFECT function requires an AOV object, which is created here.  This model is 

equivalent to the final model created using the LM function.  Remember: For ANCOVA, 

the covariate must be entered into the model immediately after the dependent 

variable (DV), before any other IVs. 
(10) The EFFECT function uses AVOID_MODEL to return adjusted posttest means by 

TRT_GROUP. 

(11) Loads the package “multcomp,” which contains the function GLHT 

(12) Requests Tukey’s HSD post hoc testing of TRT_GROUP using the adjusted posttest means  
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Inferential Statistics 

Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) 

Selected Output 
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Inferential Statistics 

Simple Linear Regression  

Research Scenario 

 

A cereal-lover would like to lose weight and is interested to know if the amount of complex 

carbohydrates in his cereal significantly affects the cereal’s calorie count.  The complex 

carbohydrates are measured in grams; carbohydrates and calories values are per serving. 

 

Note: This analysis will use the “UScereal” data found in the R package “MASS.” 

 

 
 

Source of Data: StatLib. (1993). Serial correlation or cereal correlation?? [Data file]. Retrieved 

from http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/1993.expo/  
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Inferential Statistics 

Simple Linear Regression  

R Code 

 

(1) require(MASS) 

(2) head(UScereal) 

(3) str(UScereal) 

 

plot(UScereal$carbo, UScereal$calories,  

main = "Relationship of Carbohydrates and Calories in Cereal",  

xlab = "Grams of Complex Carbohydrates per Serving", 

ylab = "Calories per Serving") 

 

summary(UScereal) 

sd(UScereal$carbo, na.rm = TRUE) 

sd(UScereal$calories, na.rm = TRUE) 

 

(4) UScereal_regress <- lm(UScereal$calories ~ UScereal$carbo) 

(5) summary(UScereal_regress) 

(6) confint(UScereal_regress) 

 

qqnorm(UScereal_regress$residuals) 

qqline(UScereal_regress$residuals) 

plot(UScereal_regress$fitted.values, UScereal_regress$residuals) 

abline(h = 0) 

(7) cor.test(UScereal$carbo, UScereal_regress$residuals) 

(8) influence.measures(UScereal_regress) 

 

(9) UScereal_2 <- UScereal[-c(1, 31, 32), ] 

plot(UScereal_2$carbo, UScereal_2$calories,  

main = "Relationship of Carbohydrates and Calories in Cereal",  

xlab = "Grams of Complex Carbohydrates per Serving", 

ylab = "Calories per Serving") 

summary(UScereal_2) 

sd(UScereal_2$carbo, na.rm = TRUE) 

sd(UScereal_2$calories, na.rm = TRUE) 

UScereal_2_regress <- lm(UScereal_2$calories ~ UScereal_2$carbo) 

summary(UScereal_2_regress) 

confint(UScereal_2_regress) 

qqnorm(UScereal_2_regress$residuals) 

qqline(UScereal_2_regress$residuals) 

plot(UScereal_2_regress$fitted.values, UScereal_2_regress$residuals) 

abline(h = 0) 

cor.test(UScereal_2$carbo, UScereal_2_regress$residuals) 

influence.measures(UScereal_2_regress) 
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(1) Loads the package “MASS,” which contains the dataset USCEREAL 

(2) USCEREAL has 65 rows of data.  Instead of displaying all 65 rows, the HEAD function 

returns only the first six. 

(3) The STR function returns the structural information (i.e. the metadata) of USCEREAL, 

including the number of observations, the number of variables, the names of variables, and 

the variable type(s). 

(4) The LM function creates the regression model CALORIES by CARBO. 

(5) A SUMMARY of the LM results is requested, which will report the regression coefficients 

and p-values of the model, as well as (adjusted) R2. 

(6) The CONFINT function will return the 95% confidence interval for each 

USCEREAL_REGRESS regression coefficient. 

(7) The COR.TEST function tests the correlation between CARBO and 

USCEREAL_REGRESS residuals. 

(8) INFLUENCE.MEASURES requests an analysis to identify influential data points. 

(9) All of the data points from USCEREAL, except for the influential data points, are assigned 

to a new object, USCEREAL_2.  (They could have been assigned to USCEREAL, but that 

would overwrite the original data, which we do not want to do.)  The influential data points 

were observations (rows) 1, 31, and 32.  These are removed by using the brackets after 

USCEREAL.  We want to remove rows 1, 31, and 32, so we put a dash in front of the C.  

(Think of this as subtract or drop these rows.)  Notice that there is a comma and a space 

after the rows are specified.  Brackets are formatted as [row, column].  We manipulated our 

row data before the comma.  However, we do not want to change the column data, so we 

leave the section after the comma blank.  This preserves the columns as is.  The remaining 

lines of code are exactly the same as above, except that they will perform all analyses on 

the data in which the three influential points are excluded. 

 

Note: The decision as to whether to exclude data points must be made carefully.  Such a 

decision should be based on a thorough knowledge of the data and theory.  This code is 

provided so that you have the option to exclude data and rerun analyses; it is not intended 

as a recommendation that you do so.  You must use your best judgment in that regard.  
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Inferential Statistics 

Simple Linear Regression  

Selected Output 
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Inferential Statistics 

Multiple Regression  

Research Scenario 

 

A botanist decides to test whether temperature and rainfall are good predictors of plant height. 

 

Note: This analysis will use the “Plant_height.csv” file that can be found at the website below.  

(You will need to scroll down to the “Running the analysis” section and click on the download 

link.) 

 

 
 

Source of Data: Letten, A. (2016). Linear regression. Retrieved from 

http://environmentalcomputing.net/linear-regression/  
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Inferential Statistics 

Multiple Regression  

R Code 

 

(1) plants <- read.csv(file = "Plant_height.csv", header = TRUE) 

head(plants) 

str(plants) 

 

(2) plot(plants$temp, plants$height, main = "Relationship of Temperature and Plant Height", 

xlab = "Temperature (C)", ylab = "Plant Height") 

(3) plot(plants$temp, plants$loght,  

main = "Relationship of Temperature and Log of Plant Height",  

xlab = "Temperature (C)", ylab = "Log of Plant Height") 

plot(plants$rain, plants$loght, main = "Relationship of Rainfall and Log of Plant Height", 

xlab = "Rainfall", ylab = "Log of Plant Height") 

 

(4) plants <- subset(plants, select = c(loght, temp, rain)) 

head(plants) 

 

summary(plants) 

sd(plants$temp, na.rm = TRUE) 

sd(plants$rain, na.rm = TRUE) 

sd(plants$loght, na.rm = TRUE) 

 

(5) cor.test(plants$temp, plants$rain) 

 

(6) require(car) 

(7) plants_regress <- lm(plants$loght ~ plants$temp + plants$rain) 

(8) avPlots(plants_regress) 

(9) summary(plants_regress) 

(10) confint(plants_regress) 

 

qqnorm(plants_regress$residuals) 

qqline(plants_regress$residuals) 

 plot(plants_regress$fitted.values, plants_regress$residuals) 

abline(h = 0) 

(11) cor.test(plants$temp, plants_regress$residuals) 

(12) cor.test(plants$rain, plants_regress$residuals) 

(13) influence.measures(plants_regress) 

 

(14) require(car) 

(15) vif(plants_regress) 
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Note: Before running this code, you must download and save the dataset to your computer, per 

the directions in the Research Scenario section.  Be sure to either (a) save this to your working 

directory folder or (b) change your working directory folder to match the location where you 

saved the file.  To see what your current working directory is, run the code “getwd( )” (no 

quotation marks).  To change your working directory, run the code “setwd( )” (no quotation 

marks), with your desired file path inside the parentheses.  For example, if you would like to use 

a folder called “RHomework” in the C: drive, type “setwd(C:/RHomework)” without the 

quotation marks.  It is recommended that you do NOT use spaces in this file path.  Make sure 

you use forward slashes (/). 

 

(1) The READ.CSV function will read a file in .csv format.  This data is assigned to a new 

object, PLANTS.  The FILE= argument identifies the file name.  The HEADER=TRUE 

argument tells R that the first row of the data file contains headers (i.e. variable names); 

you can set this to FALSE if the observations begin on the first row. 

(2) This function will PLOT the plant HEIGHT by TEMP.  This is a nonlinear relationship, 

which violates the linearity assumption. 

(3) The developers of this dataset have already transformed height, creating a new variable 

LOGHT that consists of the log of each height.  This PLOT function shows that the 

relationship between LOGHT and TEMP is linear. 

(4) PLANTS contains a lot of data that we are not interested in, so we overwrite PLANTS with 

only the variables of interest using the SUBSET function.  The SELECT= argument 

specifies the variables to be retained: LOGHT, TEMP, and RAIN. 

(5) A correlation test of TEMP and RAIN is requested to help assess whether multicollinearity 

is a problem. 

(6) Loads the package “car,” which contains the function AVPLOTS 

(7) The LM function creates the regression model LOGHT by TEMP and RAIN. 

(8) The AVPLOTS function requests the added variable (i.e. partial regression) plots that are 

used for assumption checking. 

(9) A SUMMARY of the LM results is requested, which will report the regression coefficients 

and p-values of the model, as well as (adjusted) R2. 

(10) The CONFINT function will return the 95% confidence interval for each 

PLANTS_REGRESS regression coefficient. 

(11) The COR.TEST function tests the correlation between TEMP and PLANTS_REGRESS 

residuals. 

(12) The COR.TEST function tests the correlation between RAIN and PLANTS_REGRESS 

residuals. 

(13) INFLUENCE.MEASURES requests an analysis to identify influential data points. 

(14) Loads the package “car,” which contains the function VIF 

(15) The VIF function runs a variance inflation factor analysis of the data.  VIF is only required 

for regression models with multiple independent variables (IVs).  
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Inferential Statistics 

Multiple Regression  

Selected Output 
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Inferential Statistics 

Model Building / Variable Selection  

Research Scenario 

 

A transportation engineer, interested in designing safer roads, would like to know the best set of 

predictors for vehicular accidents (rate; expressed as the accident rate per million vehicle miles).  

Due to the high costs of data collection, he is not interested in the full model.  The predictors he 

is considering are: 

 average daily traffic count in thousands (adt), 

 truck volume as a percent of the total volume (trks), 

 speed limit in 1973 (slim), 

 total number of lanes of traffic (lane), and 

 number of access points per mile (acpt). 

 

Note: This analysis will use the “Highway1” data found in the R package “car.” 

 

 
 

Source of Data: Hoffstedt, C. (n.d.). [Highway accidents: Unpublished masters paper]. 

Unpublished raw data.  Retrieved from R Package “car.”  
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Inferential Statistics 

Model Building / Variable Selection  

R Code 

 

(1) require(car) 

head(Highway1) 

str(Highway1) 

 

(2) null <- lm(Highway1$rate ~ 1) 

(3) full <- lm(Highway1$rate ~ Highway1$adt + Highway1$trks + Highway1$slim + 

Highway1$lane + Highway1$acpt) 

(4) step(null, scope = list(lower = null, upper = full), direction = "forward") 

(5) step(full, scope = list(lower = null, upper = full), direction = "backward") 

(6) step(null, scope = list(lower = null, upper = full), direction = "both") 

 

(7) require(olsrr) 

(8) full <- lm(rate ~ adt + trks + slim + lane + acpt, data = Highway1) 

(9) ols_step_forward(full, penter = 0.3, details = TRUE) 

(10) ols_step_backward(full, prem = 0.3, details = TRUE) 

(11) ols_stepwise(full, pent = 0.1, prem = 0.3, details = TRUE) 

(12) highway_all_subsets <- ols_all_subset(full) 

(13) highway_all_subsets 

(14) plot(highway_all_subsets) 

(15) highway_best_subsets <- ols_best_subset(full) 

(16) highway_best_subsets 

(17) plot(highway_best_subsets) 

 

 

(1) Loads the package “car,” which contains the dataset HIGHWAY1 

(2) In order to use the STEP function for model building/variable selection, a NULL model is 

created using the LM function. 

(3) In order to use the STEP function for model building/variable selection, a FULL model 

containing all independent variables (IVs) of interest is created using the LM function. 

(4) The STEP function is used for model building/variable selection.  In this case, the NULL 

model is the starting point and the DIRECTION= argument tells R to use forward 

selection.  The SCOPE= argument tells R the range of models that may be considered; in 

this case, we are willing to accept anything from the NULL model to the FULL model.  By 

default, the STEP function will use AIC as the model building criterion, but BIC is also 

available. 

(5) The STEP function is used for model building/variable selection.  In this case, the FULL 

model is the starting point and the DIRECTION= argument tells R to use backward 

selection.  The SCOPE= argument tells R the range of models that may be considered; in 

this case, we are willing to accept anything from the NULL model to the FULL model.  By 

default, the STEP function will use AIC as the model building criterion, but BIC is also 

available. 
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(6) The STEP function is used for model building/variable selection.  In this case, the NULL 

model is the starting point and the DIRECTION= argument tells R to use BOTH forward 

and backward selection (i.e. stepwise selection).  The SCOPE= argument tells R the range 

of models that may be considered; in this case, we are willing to accept anything from the 

NULL model to the FULL model.  By default, the STEP function will use AIC as the 

model building criterion, but BIC is also available. 

(7) Loads the package “olsrr,” which contains the functions ols_step_forward, 

ols_step_backward, ols_stepwise, ols_all_subset, and ols_best_subset 

(8) In order to use the “olsrr” package functions for model building/variable selection, a FULL 

model containing all independent variables (IVs) of interest is created using the LM 

function.  Although this FULL model is written a bit differently than the FULL model 

above, they are equivalent; however, the “olsrr” package functions require the LM function 

to be written in this particular manner.  (See the Creating R Objects section for an 

explanation.) 

(9) The OLS_STEP_FORWARD function performs forward selection of the FULL model 

using the p-value as the criterion.  The default (used here) is 0.3, as indicated by the 

PENTER= (p-value to enter) argument, but can be overridden.  The DETAILS=TRUE 

argument tells R to display all of the steps in the model building process, but you can set it 

to FALSE if you are only interested in the final model. 

(10) The OLS_STEP_BACKWARD function performs backward selection of the FULL model 

using the p-value as the criterion.  The default (used here) is 0.3, as indicated by the 

PREM= (p-value to remove) argument, but can be overridden.  The DETAILS=TRUE 

argument tells R to display all of the steps in the model building process, but you can set it 

to FALSE if you are only interested in the final model. 

(11) The OLS_STEPWISE function performs stepwise (forward and backward) selection of the 

FULL model using the p-value as the criterion.  The defaults (used here) are 0.1 and 0.3, 

respectively, as indicated by the PENTER= (p-value to enter) and PREM= (p-value to 

remove) arguments, which can be overridden.  The DETAILS=TRUE argument tells R to 

display all of the steps in the model building process, but you can set it to FALSE if you 

are only interested in the final model. 

(12) The OLS_ALL_SUBSET function will analyze every possible subset of predictors from 

the FULL model, as well as the FULL model itself.  The results include R2, adjusted R2, 

Mallow’s Cp, AIC, SBIC, and SBC for each subset.  Here, the results are assigned to the 

object HIGHWAY_ALL_SUBSETS. 

(13) The object HIGHWAY_ALL_SUBSETS is requested.  However, only the first ten subsets 

are displayed.  To see all of the subsets, go to the Global Environment (top right quadrant) 

and scroll until you find HIGHWAY_ALL_SUBSETS.  Click on the table/grid button on 

the right-hand end of this row (see below).  The full set of results will now appear in a tab 

in the Script Editor (top left quadrant).  In addition to getting a full set of results by taking 

this extra step, you will now be able to sort the subsets by the index of your choice (e.g., 

Mallow’s Cp). 
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(14) The PLOT function will put these results into a convenient graphic in which, for each 

criterion, the following are identified: the best subset with 1 predictor, the best subset with 

2 predictors, the best subset with 3 predictors, etc., up to the FULL model. 

(15) The OLS_BEST_SUBSET function will analyze every possible subset of predictors from 

the FULL model, as well as the FULL model itself.  For each criterion, the following are 

identified: the best subset with 1 predictor, the best subset with 2 predictors, the best subset 

with 3 predictors, etc., up to the FULL model.  The results also include R2, adjusted R2, 

Mallow’s Cp, AIC, SBIC, and SBC for each subset.  Here, the results are assigned to the 

object HIGHWAY_BEST_SUBSETS. 

(16) The object HIGHWAY_BEST_SUBSETS is requested.  If you would like to sort these best 

subsets by the index of your choice (e.g., Mallow’s Cp), go to the Global Environment (top 

right quadrant), scroll until you find HIGHWAY_BEST_SUBSETS, and click on the 

table/grid button on the right-hand end of this row. 

 
(17) The PLOT function will put these results into a convenient graphic in which the change in 

value for each criterion is displayed.  Specifically, it will show the change in each criterion 

as you move from the best 1-predictor subset to the best 2-predictor subset to the best 3-

predictor subset, etc.  
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